's encyclopaedic endeavours were built on a mountain of ink and paper. To consider Wallis's work in the making, this article will draw his portrait as a reader and book collector. Keeper of the University of Oxford archives, he secured donations for the Bodleian and Savilian libraries and obsessively consulted old and new publications, manuscript and printed texts to build and defend his own work. Revealing interconnections between his contributions to theology, cryptography, linguistics, music and mathematics, this paper will focus on Wallis's methodical construction of his personal 'inkscape'. His passionate obsession with the preservation and dissemination of his thought in print will be considered alongside the research he only consigned in manuscript form, through correspondence and notes. This reconstruction of John Wallis's libraries will therefore provide us with an overview of the érudit's contested achievements, as well as a panorama of contemporary scholarly practices.
knowledge. 3 Conforming to the pattern observed among his contemporaries, Wallis's experiment progresses from mental operation to manuscript notes, from discussion with his immediate scientific community to circulation in print. 4 Its journey from the mathematician's chamber to the meeting of the Royal Society also follows the expected diffusion of knowledge from private to public while revealing the attraction exercised by London in scholarly exchanges.
Archival evidence further complicates the linear progression toward print that could be intimated by this model of scholarly communication. 5 In practice, early modern scientific discussions fluidly connected manuscript and printed material, blurring the lines between the public nature of published volumes and the idea of correspondence as a private exchange. 6 Accounts of experiments such as Wallis's mental calculus circulated simultaneously in different formats, making chronology and precedence difficult to establish.
The advent of the printing press as a means of circulating scholarship was a technological revolution which reshaped knowledge, but it is essential to bear in mind that formats were complementary. 7 It explains the existence of a wealth of intermediary material -referred to in this article as Wallis's 'inkscape' -which gives us a rich insight into the evolution of his ideas and his relation to books and libraries. 8 The role of archival material in supplementing, augmenting, correcting and biasing our understanding of early modern science has previously been established in studies such as Michael Hunter's landmark Archives of the scientific revolution and more recently Sarah Dry's study of the tribulations of Isaac Newton's papers or Richard Yeo's investigations of notes and notebooks of English virtuosi.
9 John Wallis's manuscript estate places him between the production of an intelligencer such as Samuel Hartlib and that of Newton. Scholarship on the scribal practices of both men therefore resonates directly with the portrait of Wallis drawn in this paper. 10 The connection is fitting for chronological reasons but most importantly because Wallis, like Hartlib, drew extensively on his network of correspondents to advance knowledge and, like Newton, drew thematic and methodological lines between what ought to be published and what ought to remain in manuscript form.
As will be discussed later, a large portion of Wallis's private library and papers entered the library reserved for the Savilian Professors of Geometry and Astronomy (hereafter 'Savilian study') and we have been able to identify various titles from his collection still in the Bodleian Library. The extensive collection of notes found in this archive will allow us to consider the different roles played by manuscripts and books in Wallis's inkscape and the interplay between different supports of scholarly communication. As a reader, Wallis intervened directly on the page to engage with the text and to engage future readers to side with him. As keeper of the University of Oxford archives, he was preoccupied with the physical preservation of the papers where his ideas and beliefs were enshrined. Wallis prepared his personal writings so that they could potentially be transformed into print at a later time, leaving an archive of annotated drafts which clarify his intentions. His contribution to the nascent scientific periodical of the Royal Society, the Philosophical Transactions, and his own impressive publishing strategies were motivated by his desire to take part in the establishment of print as the means to build scholarly reputation. But, precisely because he considered that publication established scientific precedence and granted recognition from peers, manuscript material gives us an insight into the hesitations which took place before print and which reveal another aspect of his scientific work.
JOHN WALLIS'S INKSCAPE
Books were merely one facet of John Wallis's multi-dimensional textual arsenal. They related directly to his correspondence and other scribal practices, as he pointed out in a letter on his method to teach the deaf how to speak published in the Philosophical Transactions: 'Thus I have, in a Long Letter, given you a Short Account of my Methods (used, in such cases, with good Success;) which to do at Large, would require a Book.'
11 In their edition of Wallis's correspondence, Philip Beeley and Christoph J. Scriba have highlighted this close relation: we find letters compiling book citations, privately addressed missives turned into published material to unveil controversies to a wider audience. 12 Letters are used as a means of promoting publications, and they serve as vehicles to track old editions, or to announce or distribute new works. Books or copies of essays are exchanged with amicable correspondents and as part of Wallis's most confrontational exchanges.
In addition to the direct connections between correspondence and printed material, a vast amount of intermediary material supported Wallis in his scholarly enterprise. This is best exemplified in two of his little-known compendia of deciphered letters placed by the author in the Bodleian Library, MS e Museao 203 and MS Eng. Misc. c. 382. 13 The volumes contain substitution ciphers based on numerical and letter replacements, as well as on some invented alphabets, and a few examples of easier transposition ciphers. They are carefully composed, juxtaposing the intercepted encrypted letter to the deciphered plain text, followed by the deduced key. Wallis also includes examples of keys and letters still encrypted to invite readers to continue on his tracks. The manuscript volumes are therefore a composite of correspondence, mathematical deductions, exercise book and, as we will discuss later, a draft ready for print.
Scribal practices encroached on print directly: many of the printed volumes donated by Wallis to the Bodleian Library are heavy with marginal annotations, cross-textual references, correction of errors, and further mathematical proofs. For instance, his own copy of the first edition of Opera mathematica includes notes in its margins. 14 The marginalia mostly consist of typographical corrections but some further algebraic demonstrations are added to Arithmetica infinitorum in volume 1 and Wallis remarks on the title page on the usefulness for future students of mathematics to refer to his corrections:
These Three Volumes of my Opera Mathematica (thus bound for my own use), I think convenient to be putt into the Savilian Mathematick study at Oxford. Because of diverse Additions to the Margin (since the Printing) and Corrections of some Errata which had escaped the Press. 15 Jacqueline Stedall, in her skilful analysis of the Arithmetica infinitorum, described the text as: a record of 'work in progress'. The book gives the impression of having been written over months, even years, as each new idea was developed at length until a fresh insight emerged to carry the work forward. Wallis took his readers with him on a journey of exploration, and shared his own astonishment at where in the end he found himself. 16 Stedall's analysis of Arithmetica was based on its reception throughout the seventeenth century and her impression of the text as 'work in progress' is immediately verified by Wallis's own additions within the margins of the Arithmetica.
Wallis uses marginalia to add a layer of references and offer supplementary explanations on various occasions. In some of his pamphlets donated to the Savilian study, Savile G 18 17 Wallis is clearly conscious of the pedantic effect of his marginalia: when binding the pamphlets, he adds a manuscript flyleaf immediately following the printed text, in which he refers to his correspondence with Wilkins on the artificial language and seems to apologize for his critical reading by re-affirming the importance of the text. 18 Wallis anticipates that his 'little explicatory touches' will be received by future readers, thereby considering the printed book not only as vehicle for the author's text but also as vessel of communication between readers. 19 As was the case with the Arithmetica, the reader is led out of the text towards other works and to question certain passages or to benefit from additional mathematical proofs and decryptions. Wallis's marginal annotations defy the idea that texts are fixed through the standard reproduction of the printing press. 20 They demonstrate explicitly that print was not considered a terminus for scholarly communication but rather an intermediary to support further discussion. As such, he used the printed page as Milton describes it in Areopagitica: on the 'piazza' of the title page, readers could find titles 'complementing and ducking each to other' as 'pretty responsories . . . dear antiphonies'. 21 Wallis's intellectual pathway is one that connects reading to writing, which considers books as material inspiration, as physical supports and production.
Wallis recognizes the complementarity of books and manuscripts, but the example of the Oxford calculus experiment that opened this article reminds us that there are additional unwritten steps fundamental to the production and circulation of knowledge. If 'pen and ink' allowed him to check and circulate his calculations, is not mental agility the real sign of mathematical accomplishment? Should not mathematics be seen primarily as an intellectual practice? Despite contributing greatly to fixing algebraic notation, Wallis's experiment instils the impression that he still devotes attention to practical -and somewhat playful 22 -mathematical exercises, which bring mathematics out of the page. Mostly for effect perhaps, Wallis insists that the experiment be carried as a nightly activity: 'by dark in bed, without any other assistance than my memory'. 23 By eliminating pen and paper and visual aids from the practice, he seeks to discover where true understanding arises. As he points out in his autobiography:
It was always my affectation even from a child, in all pieces of Learning or Knowledge, not merely to learn by rote, which is soon forgotten, but to know the grounds or reasons of what I learn; to inform my Judgement, as well as furnish my Memory; and thereby, make a better Impression on both. 24 True understanding should therefore be measured by one's ability to detach oneself from books and papers to get to the roots of problems and then further test oneself in a vacuum, without references.
In addition to detaching the moment of understanding from its impression on paper, Wallis's experiment complicates the 'communications circuit' from manuscript to print as it circulated via the meetings of two scholarly societies. 25 These formal discussions were key moments in the production of knowledge and gave rise to yet another stratum of archival documents. As summarized by Mordechai Feingold and Michael Hunter, the Oxford Philosophical Society and the Royal Society shared a 'virtual obsession with record-keeping' -they aimed to produce and collect manuscript digests of scholarly L. Ferlier discussions and of published information that were 'indispensable cornerstones of their enterprise'. 26 We have so far established that there is no linear progression in Wallis's inkscape and that no medium exists in isolation. Manuscript, print and discussion complement each other and the movement between them is fluid. If books and letters are different ways of communicating the same ideas, the method of circulation had a direct effect on how these ideas were expressed and Wallis, conscious of this impact, oscillated between the formats. 27 We will now consider the respective role of print and manuscript as vehicles of knowledge, considering Wallis as a reader, an editor, a curator and an author.
PORTRAIT AS A READER
In their classic 'Studied for action', Lisa Jardine and Tony Grafton have demonstrated that humanist 'scholarly reading . . . was always goal-orientated -an active rather than a passive pursuit. It was conducted under conditions of strenuous attentiveness; it employed job-related equipment (both machinery and techniques) designed for efficient absorption and processing of the matter read.' 28 Wallis embodies the evolution of humanist scholarly reading towards technical reading. 29 We find in his inkscape the variety of techniques which equipped humanist scholars in their processing of vast amounts of texts: the making of compendia and copying for memorization, as well as annotating in the margins of texts, as we have previously seen. 30 The reading techniques employed by Wallis coalesce into a 'goal-orientated pursuit' of a different type from what Jardine and Grafton observed for Gabriel Harvey: rather than seeking to establish courtly advice based on precedence, Wallis constructs a corpus designed to consign to the archive of science his method in the making. 31 Most of this transitory material only survives by chance and is recycled as part of various intellectual pursuits. For example, figure 1 shows a flyleaf inserted by mistake in MS Eng. Misc. c. 382, on which we find Wallis's trial and error method for finding square roots (here, finding ffiffi ffi 2 p to 55 decimal places). The figure brings to our attention the importance of visual patterns in Wallis's algebraic method, as noted by Tom Whiteside. 32 This method for finding square roots relies directly on pattern to eliminate incorrect possibilities and single out the correct decimals. Wallis's aid to memory was inserted in the middle of a volume of encrypted letters but bears no relation to decryption methods. Still, its serendipitous presence does create a physical connection between his cryptanalysis and his calculus. It reminds us that his search for meaningful structures within artificial languages or cryptograms was directly echoed in his use of calculus to represent and solve problems dynamically. In doing so, it also illustrates the role that cryptography played in Wallis's career, as a gateway to his position as Savilian Professor and thereby as the most significant step towards algebraic methods. 33 As such, the figure embodies the key role of manuscripts as the place where scientific methods reveal themselves in practice. 34 The serendipitous preservation of such manuscripts and the fact that they capture scientific moments that were not meant to endure come in stark opposition to the authority and stability granted by print. Wallis finds himself at the historical, social and material junction between the age of intelligencers and that of the press as the accepted mode of scientific communication. His correspondence with John Collins in particular established his role in the 'epistolary commerce' and in the distribution of printed John Wallis's world of ink scholarship between the Continent and the British Isles. His long list of publications also indicates his close relationship with the University of Oxford printers, whom he defended arduously, fighting for Oxford printing privileges in the 1670s. 35 There is unfortunately no extensive correspondence between the author and his main printer, Leonard Lichfield (fl. 1711), which could place Wallis more firmly in his contemporary 'bookscape'. This is largely explained by their geographical proximity. Instead, we are left to imagine Wallis overseeing the composition of his publications personally, as Thomas Urquhart, who wrote by the press, feeding torn lines of his Ekskybalauron (1652) to the compositor. 36 Time and again, Wallis promotes print as the essential vehicle of scholarship: 'I wish we find not a stop at the Presse; which we meet too often in Mathematick Books', he wrote to Collins in 1672. 37 Niccolò Guicciardini has already pointed out that, as an editor of Newton, Wallis represented the move to the printed page as the place where scientific reputations were established. 38 As Wallis summarizes himself, print seals authority and priority in the public sphere: 'For 'tis not fair play, to keep all to himself, & then to lay claim to all that others (without his help) shal find out & publish.' 39 Despite urging Newton to print 'suddenly' his method of fluxions for this reason, Wallis still reminded another correspondent that 'These letters, if printed, will need a little review by himself; for there be some slips in hasty writing them.' Guicciardini correctly remarks that: Wallis showed keen awareness of the fact that scribal publications were not sufficient evidence in themselves for those wishing to claim priority for mathematical discoveries. The risk of plagiarism was lurking behind Newton's excessively relaxed approach to the scribal circulation of his private correspondence and manuscripts. 40 Beyond Wallis's well-known preoccupation for the establishment of scientific priority lies a more practical concern in his advice that Newton ought to review his manuscripts before publication: whereas there is scope for methods by trial and error in manuscript form, the printed page should remain error-free as it becomes an authoritative source used by a large audience. Wallis is relentless in his pursuit of printed errors.
Wallis considers misprints and miscalculations as one of the main shortcomings of scientific publications, such as when he criticizes the quality of John Flamsteed's publications:
Mr Flamsteds tables I find are very frequently either mis-computed or mis-printed: his Epocha's & Mean Motions are easily amended if the Reader consider them so as to correct them before he use them; else they may produce inconveniences in the use of them. 41 Whereas Wallis's notes reveal that he used approximations and processes of trial and error, he considers the printed page to be the domain of precision and accuracy.
As a result, Wallis painstakingly prepared his own manuscripts, including as many indications to the printer as possible, as is revealed with the compendia of deciphered letters. The manuscript volumes feel and read like final drafts before print: bound, composed with a systematic order, they already include addresses to the reader. Wallis includes instructions for a printer in MS e Museao 203, insisting that, in order for the method of decryption to be easily understood, a printed edition will have to adopt specific techniques. 42 He guides the arrangement of the ciphered and deciphered texts and recommends the use of red ink to highlight the plain text. 43 His ultimate aim in preparing the volumes in a format easy to circulate was pedagogical: 'it was thought apt . . . that I should teach the Art to some Young man, should the skill not dy with me: as being a thing which be of service to the publick when I should be dead'. 44 Even unpublished, the drafts filled in a gap in the communication of knowledge and preserved techniques that would otherwise be lost to posterity.
Wallis clearly embraced print as the medium which stabilizes ideas and grants authors the recognition needed to establish scientific reputation; his manuscripts reveal a more haphazardly curated corpus of references, supplements, and trials. Wallis transcends even further the impression of textual fixity that comes with print by curating operatic collections of texts guiding readers along reading pathways that arrive at his desired conclusion. 45 
PORTRAIT AS CURATOR
The first indication of Wallis's impact on scholarly collections resides in his arduously contested post as keeper of the University of Oxford archives. As theorized by Jacques Derrida, he who shapes the archives controls history and memory: 'There is no political power without control of the archive, if not memory.' 46 Henry Stubbe criticized Wallis for occupying the two positions of Savilian Professor and archives keeper simultaneously, John Wallis's world of ink pointing out precisely the political power of the Custos Archivarum, describing it as a public office bearing public responsibility. 47 David Gregory, his contemporary Savilian Professor of Astronomy, described in a short manuscript biography of Wallis how he discharged his duty as Custos Archivarum: 'he put the Records and other Papers into such exact order, and managed the lawsuits with such dexterity and success that he quickly convinced even those who made the greatest noise, of how fit he was for [the position]'. 48 As keeper, Wallis protected materially and legally the statutes and privileges engraved in the charters kept in the archives. From his correspondence, it seems evident that he took particular interest in the procedural and legal defence of the university, but Gregory lauds explicitly his reorganization of the archives.
By adding to the Bodleian Library and the University archive, Wallis certainly controlled the stock of knowledge available in and about the University of Oxford. 49 In addition to the volumes that he procured for the Bodleian Library through his correspondence, he was a major benefactor to the Savilian study. When he founded the positions of Professors of Geometry and Astronomy, Sir Henry Savile also established a library 'for the use chiefly of the mathematical readers' and made it a duty of the professors to augment the collection with scientific books. Wallis's donation of 128 volumes was prepared and catalogued by his son, and its composition as well as size makes it exceptional in comparison to that of any of his predecessors (see figure 2) . 50 The overwhelming strength of the donation in mathematics, astronomy and physics seems to align very carefully with Henry Savile's instructions, but the range of other disciplines 61 The list of titles was entered in a simply formatted database; disciplines were added. The categorization applied was based on Library of Congress subject headings and name authority files; 'Language' was chosen over 'language learning' to encompass language acquisition by deaf people and phonetics. A formatted list of books can be made available by contacting the author. See Library of Congress, 'Linked data service, authorities and vocabularies', http://id.loc.gov/ (accessed 30 November 2017). Note that several titles are bound together, hence the disparity between number of volumes donated and titles contained in the table.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
demonstrates the breadth of Wallis's interests. As this collection of scientific books was selected after Wallis's death by his son, however, it does not reflect the entirety of his library. Indeed, in 1736, a 'Catalogue of the Libraries of the Reverend and Learned Dr. John Wallis . . . ' was printed for sale at auction of a 'very curious collection of books in almost all languages, related to the History, Laws and Antiquities'. 51 Books considered out of scope for the Savilian study may well therefore have been dispersed.
As established elsewhere, his pattern of donations indicated that Wallis used the Savilian study and the office of the Bodley Librarian as semi-private collections from which he could retrieve and modify volumes at will. 52 An example of this can be found again with the volume of deciphered letters MS e Museao 203, which Wallis explicitly 'reserved himself the right to further amend and add to '. 53 This curatorial role pervades the open shelves of the Bodleian, as is visible through Wallis's inclusion of two volumes of anti-Quaker pamphlets. 54 His handwritten introduction explicitly presents the collection as offering the definitive answer to readers curious about Quakerism:
These small Tracts, published on several occasions, I thought not amiss (that they be not lost) to gather together, & bind-up in those two volumes, and put them into the Bodleyan Library; that, in future times, such as shall be inquisitive into such matters, may thence understand, what kind of people they are who are now called Quakers.
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The two Sammelbanden compiled writings by the former Quaker and mathematician George Keith (1639 -1716). Rather than following a chronological order, Wallis orders the pamphlets thematically, starting with Keith's attacks on Quakerism when he was seeking to reform it from within during a schism, followed by earlier descriptions of Quaker theology and closing with pamphlets in which Keith justifies his conversion to the Anglican Church. This order eliminates all of Keith's doubts, hesitations and reservations towards the hierarchical system of Anglicanism. Thus curated by Wallis, the volumes form a biased narrative leading readers to establish a definition of Quakerism which supports his own vision of Anglicanism.
This manipulation of books through manuscript additions and composition is confirmed by Wallis's annotated advice on a copy of the Index librorum prohibitorum. 56 Following the title page, one finds notes from Humfrey Wanley (assistant librarian until 1700), Thomas Hearne and Wallis recounting how, after a conversation in the library between Thomas Barlow and a Spanish Catholic priest on the provenance of the Index, the book had been defaced. Consequently, Wallis advised Barlow to take the volume away from the folio volumes and shelve it in the upper galleries only accessible to the librarian. In his thorough study of the first Bodleian librarian Thomas James's textual defence of Anglican orthodoxy, Paul Nelles reminds us that the Index librorum prohibitorum was seen as the printed evidence that a 'pattern of forgery and destruction [of books] had been enshrined as official [Catholic] policy with the Council of Trent', a conviction that informed James's scholarship and his activities as Bodley's librarian. 57 Paradoxically, Wallis does not encourage reformed readers to read the Index as a proof of Catholic censorship, but advises instead the removal of the volume.
Much could be said about the signification of Wallis's gesture towards Quaker and Catholic books and these two examples relate directly to Adam Richter's contribution to this issue. For our purposes, we will underline that Wallis seems first to express concern with the physical preservation of books. Removing a book likely to be damaged to a lessaccessible shelf seems an adequate measure of preservation and Wallis explicitly places John Wallis's world of ink the anti-Quaker pamphlets in the Bodleian 'that they be not lost'. This reveals an accurate understanding of religious pamphlets as ephemeral material: the majority of what survives today from those religious controversies had indeed been bound and placed in repositories. Yet, the focus and manner in which this preservation and curation was exercised also created a distorted reading experience for the public. This manipulation of collections demonstrates that Wallis's inkscape is not simply the result of a natural accretion of material, but was carefully constructed.
Most studies have concentrated on Wallis's correspondence or on his printed work, leaving out a wealth of intermediary material. The Bodleian manuscripts reveal different stages of production, hesitations and modifications, and support Jacqueline Stedall's description of Wallis's work as a series of guided explorations. In conclusion and to encourage further study and discovery of Wallis's mountain of papers, we will now briefly compare Wallis's authorial production to the collection which was donated to the Savilian study.
CONCLUSION: JOHN WALLIS, PORTRAIT AS AN AUTHOR
The compendious nature of Wallis's publications would be obvious to anyone contemplating the size, format and tone of his Opera mathematica. This propensity did not necessarily correlate with verbosity, or a propensity to digress. Wallis assures John Collins to the contrary that he refused to 'ingage in too many diversions, because it would swell the book too much'. 58 In the same way that his reading strategies appear staged through an active engagement with a variety of texts, Wallis's expansive publications were explicitly justified by the necessity to multiply sources and references. He was a prolific annotator, editor and author, but do different portraits emerge from his bookscape?
First of all, an obvious thematic divide appears between the composition of the collection of titles Wallis donated to the Savilian study and his own publications, as seen in figure 3 . Despite the number of his religious publications, Wallis is studied primarily for his contribution to early modern mathematics. This disproportionate attention to part of his publications was already present in the relative poverty of the Savilian donation in theological works, from which a portrait of Wallis as mathematician is prepared for generations to come. Naturally, the discrepancy is inherent to the destination of the donation: since it was meant to furnish a scientific collection, Wallis's son must have eliminated the bulk of his father's theological library. Still, it is telling that, in contrast, the intermediary material kept in the Bodleian collections gave a much broader portrait of Wallis's endeavours, with notes on religious matters, calendars, language and cryptography. Consequently, this paper calls for a reconsideration of Wallis's production as a full collection constructed on meaningful intertextual links. His editorial activities to publish the works of Ptolemy or of his contemporaries relay his active engagement for the multiplication of sourcebooks. Whether or not these sourcebooks are biased by Wallis's penchants has been discussed abundantly by others, 59 but overall, they portray Wallis's encyclopaedic achievement as intertextual and interdisciplinary.
As a reader developing techniques to decrypt hidden messages, as a benefactor to the Savilian study, as an editor and an author, Wallis was instrumental in improving the mathematical corpus in England. Yet, from the margins, in the intermediary material considered in this article, there appears the sketch of a man devoted to augmenting knowledge on all fronts, not consigned to a single pursuit but, as stated in his autobiography: 'Willing whatever side was upmost, to promote (as I was able) any good design for the true Interest of Religion, of Learning, and the publick good; and ready so to do good Offices, as there was opportunity.' 60 
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- 'Alongside epistolary commerce, books were an important part of the dissemination and exchange of mathematical knowledge in the early modern era, as Wallis had recognized and expressed in his inaugural lecture at Oxford in October 1649. But this was an intellectual trade which held such financial dangers that few London booksellers were able to offer anything more than the most meagre selection of books from the continent. Conventional
